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1. INTRODUCTION 
Recently Knobloch [8] has considered a real non-linear second order 
ordinary differential equation 
X” = f(t, x, x’) (1.1) 
for t on a compact interval I on the real line, and established positive and 
negative criteria for the existence of a solution x,,(t) of (1.1) which possesses 
the following Property (B): 
There exists u sequence of real solutions x,(t), t E I, of (1 .l) such that: 
P) 
(i) {q(t)} ---f x,(t), and(x~(t)} + x;)(t), uniformly for t E [a, b]; 
(ii) xi(t) -x,,(t)isnon-zero,andofthesamesignforaEZj = 1, 2,..., 
and all t E I; 
(iii) there exists a constant c, independent of j and t, such that 
1 x;(t) -- x;(t)! < c / xi(t) - x,(t)~, for j = I, 2,..., and all 
t E I. 
Knobloch’s method of proof is a very interesting one, involving results on 
upper and lower solutions of an extension of (1.1) defined for t on the entire 
real line, and utilizing the existence of periodic solutions of the extended 
differential equation. In particular, whenever f and its partial derivative 
functions fz , fz, satisfy certain continuity properties in a domain D of 
(t, x, x’)-space, Knobloch showed that if a solution x,,(t), t E 1, with elements 
(t, x0(t), x;(t)) in D, has Property (B) then the associated equation of variation 
along x0 , 
u” = fdt, xc,(t), x;(t)) 24’ + fz(t, x,(t), x;(t)) u, (1.2) 
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is disconjugate on I; that is, the only solution of (1.2) with more than one 
zero on I is the identically zero solution. 
Section 2 of the present paper is devoted to a comparison theorem for a 
nonlinear real vector ordinary differential equation 
Y’ = At, Y), 
which provides a necessary and sufficient condition for a given solution of 
this equation to possess a property that is a direct generalization of the 
Property (B) of Knobloch. This result, when interpreted for the second order 
scalar equation (I.]), yields the result that a given solution .r”(t) of (1.1) 
possesses Property (B) if and only if the corresponding equation of variation 
(1.2) along x,) is disconjugate on I. In particular, if (1.1) is envisioned as the 
Euler differential equation for a nonparametric variational problem in the 
plane, then a nonsingular extremal arc for this problem possesses Property (B) 
if and only if the strengthened Jacobi condition holds along this arc, so that 
it may be imbedded in a field of extremals, (see, for example, Bliss [I]; 
Chs. III, VII]). Considered in this setting, therefore, the result of Knobloch 
on a sufficient condition for the existence of a solution of (1.1) possessing 
Property (B) becomes a sufficient condition for the existence of an estremal 
arc that is imbeddable in a field. 
In Section 3 the initial comparison theorem of Section 2 is further extended 
to a case, which for a vector equation (1.3) equivalent to an nth order scalar 
differential equation 
x[nl =f(t, x, XI)..., d-11), (1.4) 
presents as comparison criterion the condition that the corresponding 
equation of variation has the Property (W) of Polya [IO]. As is well-known, 
this latter condition is of basic significance in the study of oscillation and 
interpolation phenomena for nth order linear homogeneous differential 
equations, (see, for example, Hartman [6]; pp. 67-68; 560-5611). Section 4 
is devoted to a generalization of the result of Knobloch in the framework of 
a necessary and sufficient condition for the strengthened Jacobi condition 
to hold along a nonsingular extremal arc for a nonparametric variational 
problem in (n + I)-dimensional space. Again, it is to be noted that the 
strengthened Jacobi condition is a criterion of non-oscillation for the self- 
adjoint linear differential equations of variation. Finally, in Section 5 there is 
a brief discussion of a modified form of Property (B) of Knobloch that has 
been considered recently by Jackson and Schrader [7]. In particular, it is 
noted that the answer to a conjecture of these authors is in the negative. 
Matrix notation is used throughout; in particular, matrices of one column 
are called vectors, and for a vector 5 = (p), (LX = l,..., n), the Euclidean 
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norm / (, _ (1 (1 ,2 f .s. -*. pi iZ)lh? is employed. The linear vector space 
of ordered n-tuples of real numbers, with real scalars, is denoted by K,, . The 
n >( n identity matrix is denoted by ~7~ , or merely by E when there is no 
ambiguity, and 0 is used indiscriminately for the zero matrix of any 
dimensions; the transpose of a matrix M is denoted by AR*, and if M is n > n 
then the determinant of M is designated det M. If Al is an m ,b: n matrix, 
the symbol j M 1 is used for the supremum of 1 ME , on the closed unit ball 
{t:lti <ll)of&, which is also the supremum of / M*? 1 on the closed 
unit ball (7: / 7 ( < l} of R,,, . If g(t,y) L (gl(t,y’,..., y”)), (a = I,..., n), 
is a vector function that is differentiable with respect to the ys in a region of 
(4 y)-space, the symbol g,(t,y) denotes the Jacobian matrix [g’is], 
(a, p = I)..., n). 
For a given interval [a, b] on the real line the symbol Q[a, 61 is used to denote 
the class of matrix functions which are Lebesgue integrable on [a, b]. 
2. AN INITIAL COMPARISON THEOREM 
We shall consider a vector differential equation 
Y’ = g(t* Y) (2.1) 
in the n-dimensional vector function y(t) = (ys(t)), (fl = I,..., n), where 
g(t,y) = (ga(t,y)) = (g*(t,yl,..., y”)), (a = l,..., n), and for which the 
following hypothesis is satisfied throughout this paper. 
(H) There is an open domain D in real (t, y)-space such that g(t, y) is a 
real-valued vector function on D, and if (7,~) E D there exist constants E > 0, 
6 > 0 such that N(T, ~7; E, 6) = {(t, y): / t - f 1 < E, 1 y - 7 / < 6) lies in D, 
and 
(a) if / y - 7 / ,( 6, then g(t, y) is measurable in t on [T - E, T + <I; 
(b) if j t - 7 1 < E, then g(t, y) is continuous, and continuously differentiable 
inyon{y:jy-71.<6}; 
(c) there exist functions q,(t), Kl(t) in L?[T - E, 7 + l ] such that 
I g(tt Y)l < dt)r I &At, Y)l < 4th for (t, Y) E WT> 77; 63 3. (2.2) 
Hypothesis (H) is a local condition of CarathCodory type in D, and by a 
solution y(t), t E I of (2.1) will be meant a real-valued absolutely continuous 
vector function y(t) defined for t on an interval 1, with graph {(t, y(t)) : t E I} 
in D, and such that y’(t) = g(t, y(t)) a most everywhere on I. By well-known 1 
classical methods, (see, for example, [2]; Ch. XI, [3]; Ch. 2, [4]; Ch. IX, [6]; 
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Ch. V, [9]; Ch. IX), it may be established that if (~~7) E D then there is a 
unique solutiony = +(t; T, 7) of (2.1) satisfying the initial conditiony(T) = q, 
and if 1, : a(~, 7) < t < b(~, 7) denotes the interval of maximal extent of 4, 
then as t approaches a(~, 7) or 6(~, 7) all finite limit points of the graph of 4 
are on the boundary of D. Moreover, +(t; 7, 7) = (+“(t; 7, 7)) and 
+rit; T> ?1) = [+;p(t; 79 ?)I are continuous vector and matrix functions of 
(t, T, 7) on the set 
Kt, 7, 7) : (7, ‘i) E D, 47-9 7) < t < 47, dl, (2.3) 
U = U(t; 7, 7) = [+:@(t; T, T)] is the fundamental solution of the associated 
linear vector equation of variation along 4, defined by 
u’ = gdt, 4(t; 7, rl)) ui, U(T) = E; 
that is, u(t) = U(t; 7,~) p is the solution of the vector system 
(2.4) 
u’ = g,(t, 4(c 7117)) u, U(T) = p. (2.5) 
Corresponding to the terminology of Knobloch [8], a soIution y,,(t), 
a < t < b, of (2.1) is said to have Property (B) if there exists a sequence of 
real-valued solutions { yj(t)), t E [a, b], (j = I, 2,...), of (2.1) such that: 
(i) {y,(t)> -y*(t) us j -+ co, unz$wmZy for t E [a, b]; 
(ii) y?‘(t) - yol(t) is nonzero, and of the same sign for all j = I, 2,..., and 
uzztE[u,b]; 
(iii) there exists a constant c such that (2.6) 
I Ydt> - YOtt)l G c I YjYt) - YOYt)l, t E [a, bl, j = 1, 2,... . 
The basic result of this section is contained in the following theorem. 
THEOREM 2.1. A necessury and sz@cient condition for a solution y,,(t), 
a < t < b, of (2.1) to possess Property (B) is that there exists a solution 
u = u,,(t) = (uoa(t)) of the corresponding equation of variation uZoq y0 , 
21’ = &a YOW) u, (2.7) 
with u,,l(t) f Ofor t E [a, b]. 
For a solution u,,(t), a < t < b, of (2.1), and 
N(c) = {(t, h) : t E [a, 4, h E 4 , I h I < 4, 
there exists an c0 > 0 such that N(y 0 ; co) = ((4 Y) : (4 Y - y0(tN E WON is 
in D, and under the conditions of hypothesis (H) a simple application of the 
505/s! Z-8 
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Heine-Bore1 theorem assures the existence of functions k,(t), k,(l) in $[a, b] 
such that 
, dt, r)l G 4,(t), I g& Y)I G k(t), for (t, Y) E MYO ; 4 (2.8) 
Moreover, if y,, satisfies condition (B), and (yi(t)} is a sequence of solutions 
satisfying conditions (2.6), then without loss of generality one may suppose 
that 
for j = 1, 2,... and t E [a, b]. 
Now for E,, determined as above the IE x n matrix function 
is measurable in t on [a, b] for fixed h, continuous in h for fixed t, while 
I 4c 41 G b(t), and A(t; 0) = g,(t,y,(t)). In particular, if c(t) is a 
measurable vector function with ) t(t)1 < E,, on [a, b], then A(t; t(t)) is 
integrable on [a, 61, and 
/ 1’ A@; l;(t)> dt ( G 1” k,(t) dt, for T, s e [a, b]. 
7 - a 
Moreover, if 0 < p < E,, and A,(t) denotes the supremum of / -4(t; h) - A.(t; O)i 
on {h: / h j < pj, then A,(t) is a nonnegative measurable function which is 
dominated on [a, b] by 2k,(t). Since the continuity of A(t, h) as a function of 
h implies that A,(t) ---f 0 as p -+ 0 for each t on [a, b], it follows that if (wj(t)) 
is a sequence of continuous n-dimensional vector functions such that 
{wj(t)} ---f 0 uniformly on [a, b], then 
i 
b 1 A(t; wj(t)) -- iz(t; O)j dt 4 0 as j+ xl. 
a 
Now suppose that ye(t), a < t < b, is a solution of (2.1) possessing 
Property (B), and (yj(t)} is a sequence of solutions of this equation satisfying 
conditions (2.6), and with (t, yj(t)) E N(y, ; l s) forj = 1, 2,... and t E [a, b]. 
If 7 E [a, b] the vector functions wj(t) = yj(t) -y”(t), u,(t) = (l/i Wan) wj(t) 
are such that 
u; = A(t; wj(t)) uj , ( U?(T)! = I, ujl(t) # 0 for te [a, 61, j = 1, 2 ,... . 
(2.9) 
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Consequently there is a subsequence, which for brevity will be denoted also 
by {z+(t)}, such that {Z+(T)} is convergent to a limit vector r]. If u,(t) is the 
solution of the differential system 
then the sequence {z+(t)} converges to u,(t) uniformly on [a, 61, (see, for 
example, Reid [22]; Theorem 3.1). Indeed, since 1 Z+(T)/ =: 1, a direct 
application of the generalized Gronwall inequality implies that for t E [a, b], 
andj = 1, 2,... we have 1 z+(t)/ < 4, where 4 = exp{J: R,(s) ds), and a second 
application of this inequality provides the estimate 
As u = u,(t) is a solution of the linear homogeneous vector differential 
equation (2.7) with ~~(7) f 0, it follows that ) u,(t)/ is bounded below by a 
positive constant co uniformly on [a, 61, and in view of (2.6-iii) and the 
definition of z+(t) it follows that co/c < 1 uol(t)l for t E [a, b]. That is, if 
ye(t), a < t < b, is a solution of (2.1) which possesses Property (B) then the 
u,(t) defined above is a solution of (2.7) with uol(t) f 0 for t E [u, b]. 
On the other hand, suppose that ye(t), a < t < 6, is a solution of (2.1) such 
that the corresponding equation of variation (2.7) has a solution u,(t) with 
uol(t) # 0 for t E [a, b]. In view of the continuity of u,(t) on [a, b], there exists 
a positive constant c such that I uo(t)l < (c/2) 1 z+“(t)/ for t E [a, b]. Moreover, 
if 7 is a given value on [a, b] then, (see, for example, [9]; Section 69), we have 
that there exists a positive constant r. such that if 1 Y / < r. then 
ye; r) = w 7, Yo'o(T) + rUo(d>, is a one-parameter family of solutions of (2.1) 
defined on a < t ,( b, containing ye(t) for Y = 0, and such that (t, y(t; r)) 
lies in a neighborhood N(yo ; o E ) ofy, which is interior to D. Also, on the set 
N = {(t, Y) : t E [a, 61, / Y 1 < yo} th e vector function y(t, r) is continuous, 
has a continuous partial derivative y,.(t; Y), and yr(t; 0) = uo(t) on [a, b]. 
Consequently, the vector function v(t; r) defined on N as 
fl(1; 0) = u,(t), “(t; Y) = [y(t; Y) - y(t; O)]/Y for 0 < 1 I' 1 ,( To, 
is continuous on N, and hence there exists a value r* on 0 < Y < r. such that 
if O<lvi <r* and a < t < b then r+(t, I) has the same sign as 
u,l(t) = vl(t; 0), and / a(t, Y)/ < c I vl(t, r)I. Therefore, if {ri) is a monotone 
sequence on (0, r*), or a monotone sequence on (-Y*, 0), which converges 
to 0, and yi(t) = y(t; rj), (j = 1, 2,...), then yj(t) is a sequence of solutions of 
(2.1) on [a, b] which satisfies conditions (2.6). 
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3. AN EXTENDED COMPARISON THEOREM 
Suppose that on the set of n-dimensional real vectors yk = (Y/F), 
(a == I,..., n), and for k = I,..., p, the functions 
V,[Yl ,..., Ykl = (~-l<‘[Yl ,..., Ykl)> (i I,..., m,), 
are continuous real-valued m,-dimensional vector functions such that for 
k =z ] ,..., p and ci ,..., ck arbitrary real constants we have 
In particular, (3.1) implies that 
(3.1) 
(3.2) 
where d2, denotes the maximum of / V,[y, ,..., yJ on the set 
s,~ = {tyl ,..., yk) : lya I < I, P == I,..., 4. 
In particular, forp = 1 a special example of such a set is V1lyl] = y1 . Also, 
if for k = I,...; n the symbol V,. = VJyr ,...,yJ denotes the vector 
function of dimension m, = ,C,. whose components are the k-dimensional 
minors of the n x k matrix [yB”], (a = I,..., n; /?J = I,..., k), with row 
vectors retaining the order of appearance in [yP*] and the k-tuples of 
designating row indices ordered lexicographically, then it follows readily that 
the homogeneity conditions (3.1) hold for the functions V,, . 
For a given set V of vector functions V, = V,[y, ,..., y,], (k = I,..., P), 
satisfying condition (3.1), a solutiony,(t), a < t < b, of (2.1) is said to possess 
property B(V) if there exist sequences {y&t)}, (k = l,...,p; j = 1, 2,...), 
of solutions of (2.1) such that the vector functions o,,(t) = ykj(t) -y,,(t) 
satisfy the following conditions: 
(i) {dkj(t)} + 0 us j- co, uniforml’y for t E [a, b], (k = l,..., p); 
(ii) for k = I,..., p, the component Vkl[Alj(t),..., oki( is nonzero, and of 
the same sign, for all j = 1, 2 ,..., and all t E [a, b]; 
(iii) theve exist positive constants C~ such that for 
t E [a, b], k = I,..., p, and j = 1, 2,..., 
I ~kPl,(t),...> 4(t)li G CI; I ~lcYU(th ~,,(t)ll. 
(3.3) 
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(iv) there exist positve constants e, ,..., e, such that for t E [a, b], h = 2 ,..., p, 
and j = 1, 2,..., 
In particular, if p = 1 and V1[y,] = y1 , then the condition that a solution 
y,,(t) of (2.1) have Property B(V) is the condition that y,,(t) has Property (B) 
as defined by (2.6); in this instance Conditions (i), (ii), (iii) of (3.3) reduce 
to the corresponding conditions of (2.6), (iv-a) becomes an equality with 
e, = 1, and (iv-b) is vacuously satisfied. 
THEOREM 3.1 If V = {V,[y, ,..., yk] : h = l,..., p} is a system satisfying 
(3.1), then a necessary and suficient condition that a solution ye(t), a ,< t < b, 
of (2.1) have Property B(V) is that there exist solutions +(t), (k = l,...,p), of 
the corresponding equation of variation (2.5) along yO with 
Vkl[ul(t) ,..., uk(t)] f 0, for t E [a, b], and R = l,..., p. (3.4) 
Suppose that {y&t)}, (R = I,..., p; j = 1,2,...), are sequences of solutions 
of (2.1) satisfying with a solution ye(t) Conditions (3.3). As in the proof of 
Theorem 2.1, it may be supposed that (t,ykj(t)) E N(yO ; E,,) for k = l,...,p, 
j -= 1,2 )... . If 7 E [a, 4, d,,(t) = mkj(t) - ydt), and 
ckj = 1 vk[Alj(T),-., Okj(T)]i, 
then ckj > 0 in view of (3.3-ii). If ulj(t) = (l/c,?) .4,,(t) and 
u,,(t) = (ch--l,~/ch~) ‘id, (h = 2,-v P>, 
then for k = l,..., p we have I Vk[ulj(~),..., u,~(T)]~ = 1, and (3.3-iii) implies 
that 1 ~kl[u,j(T),*-, ukf(T)]l > l/C, . Moreover, from (3.2) it follows that for 
t E [a, b] we have 
1 Vk[Ulj(t),***~ Ukj(t)]i ,< dk (fj I %(t$ 
and hence I-&r 1 uoj(7)l 3 I/d, for k = l,...,p. Also, in view of (3.3-iv), 




Consequently, for each of the sequences {U&T)} the supremum and infimum 
are finite and positive, and there are subsequences, which for brevity will be 
denoted also by {z+(t)}, such that for k = I,..., p we have (ukj(r)} convergent 
to a limit vector Q . In view of (3.6) each of the vectors qk is nonnull. 
Now u = z+(t) is a solution on [a, b] of the differential system 
ULj = il(t; A,,(t)) Ukj , 
and if z+(t) is the solution of the system 
t‘;, = A(t; 0) uk , (k = l,...,p), 
then, as in the proof of Theorem 2.1, it follows that {z+Jt)) -+ z+(t) 
uniformly on [a, b]. As each of the vectors Q is nonnull we have that 
] uk(t)] > 0 for t E [a, b], and from (3.5) it follows that 1 V,[u,(t),..., uk(t)]] 3 
&(ni=, ] u,(t)]) > 0 for t E [a, b], and k = l,...,p. In turn, (3.3-iii) implies 
that 
I ~klM%.> uk(t)li >, (lb,) / vk[“,(th*-~ uk(t)ll 
for t E [a, 61, so that (3.4) holds. 
On the other hand, suppose that ye(t), a < t < 13, is a solution of (2.1) such 
that the corresponding equation of variation (2.5) along y0 has solutions 
ul(t>,..., up(t) satisfying (3.4). In view of (3.2), we have 1 uk(t)l # 0 for 
itE[U,b], k = I,..., p, and by continuity there exist positive constants 
c, ,..., cg and e, ,..., e, such that for t E [a, b] we have 
1 Vk[“l(t)v-, uk(t)ll < @?s/~) / vkl[ul(th***~ uk(t)ll, (k = I,..., P), 
I ~IMt)lI 3 2eI I WI, 
I V&+(t) ,..., uh(t>ll > 2eh Iuh(t)l I Vddt),..., udt)ll, (h = 2 ,... ,P). 
Moreover, there exists a positive constant r,, such that if I r I < r0 then 
yk(t; r) = +(t; u,y0(7) + W,(T)), (k = l,..., p), containing ye(t) for r = 0. 
and such that (t,yk(t; r)) E N(y, ; E,,). By an argument similar to that 
employed in the proof of the corresponding result of Theorem 2.1, it may be 
established that if for k = l,..., p we have a monotone real sequence {rkj), 
converging to zero, and with elements sufficiently small in absolute value, then 
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ykj(t) = yk(t; rLj) is a sequence of solutions of (2.1) satisfying Conditions (3.3). 
Now consider an nth order scalar differential equation 
xlfll =f(t, x, XI,..., x1+11), (3.7) 
wheref(t, yl,..., y”) is a real-valued function which satisfies with its gradient 
vector f,,(t, y1 ,..., y”), (a = l,..., n), conditions of the form appearing in 
hypothesis (H). A solution x,(t), a < t < b, of (3.7) is said to possess 
Property B(V) relative to a system of functions V = {V, : k = l,..., p} 
satisfying (3.1) if for the corresponding first order system 
y”’ = y=+l, (a = l)..., n - l), 
Y .lz’ = f(t, yl,..., Y9, 
(3.8) 
the solution ys(t) = (x,, [“-l](t)) possesses Property B(V) as defined above. 
The equation of variation of (3.7) along a solution x,,(t) is 
dnl = i f&, x,(t),..., xp-11(t)) z&=-y 
n=l 
(3.9) 
which is equivalent to the corresponding equations of variation of (3.8) under 
the transformation u, = u[“-ll, (a = l,..., n). Now the linear homogeneous 
differential equation (3.9) possesses Property (IV) of Pblya, (see [lo]; also 
[6]; p. 67, Exercise 8.3), if there exist n solutions ui(t),..., u,(t) of (3.9) such 
that the Wronskian determinants 
W,(t) = W(t; u1 ,..., uk) = det[up-l](t)], (a, p = l,..., K) 
are such that IVk(t) > 0 fork = I,..., n and t E [a, b]. Consequently, for the 
particular set V,, of functions V,,[y, ,..., yJ, (K = 1, 2 ,..., n), as defined in the 
first paragraph of this section we have the following result. 
THEOREM 3.2. A solution x,,(t), a < t < b, of(3.7)possesses Property B( V,) 
if and only if the equation of variation (3.9) along x0 possesses property (W) of 
P&a. 
As far as the author knows, the result of Theorem 3.2 is the most significant 
application of Theorem 3.1, and it is of particular interest in view of the 
significance of the Polya criterion for oscillation and interpolation properties 
of linear homogeneous differential equations. The extension of Theorem 2.1 
to obtain an equivalent of the Polya criterion was the initial aim of the author. 
It became apparent, however, that the proof of this result involved only the 
general properties of the system Y of vector functions as formulated at the 
beginning of this section, for the particular system I’, , and that details of the 
proof of the particular result were simplified when set in the general context. 
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4. RESULTS FOR SIMPLE INTEGRAL VARIATIOKAL 
PROBLEMS IN (TZ j-- I)-SPACE 
As pointed out in the introduction, for a real second order scalar differential 
equation that is the Euler equation for a nonparametric variational problem 
in the plane the Property (B) of Knobloch is equivalent to the condition that 
an extremal arc satisfies the strengthened Jacobi condition. Consequently, 
it is of interest to inquire as to an analogous generalization of Knobloch’s 
result in the case of the Euler equation for a non-parametric variational 
problem in (n -~I 1 )-space. The following discussion is couched in such terms 
that it is applicable to such a problem that may or may not involve auxiliary 
differential equations as restraints. 
Under the usual type of continuity and differentiability hypotheses, 
(see, for example, Bliss [I]; Chs. I, IV, VII), in canonical variables 
x = (x”(t)), x = (x”(t)), (a = l)...) n), the Euler differential system may be 
written vectorially as the system of real vector differential equations 
(4.1) 
where H(t, X, x) is the associated real-valued Hamiltonian function, and 
H, , Hz are the respective vector functions (Hz*), (Hz,). Along a solution 
x = x,(t), z = z,,(t), a < t ,< b, of (4.1) the equations of variation are 
5’ = Hz& + Hz,<, 
(4.2) 
5’ = --HmS -- Hd, 
where Hzz is the n x n matrix function [Hzaza(t, x,(t), x,(t))], and Hz,, Hz, , 
Hzz have similar meanings. In particular, (see, for example, Reid [Ill), the 
strengthened Jacobi condition holds along a solution x = x,,(t), z = z,(t), 
a < t < b, of (4.1) if and only if there exist n linearly independent real-valued 
solutions t = tk(t) = (tkd(t)), 5 = &(t) = (Ike(t)), (k = l,..., n), of (4.2) 
such that the n x n matrix functions C”(t) = [(kol(t)], Z(t) = [cka(t)] 
satisfy the following conditions: 
(J) 
(a) E(t) is nonsingular on [a, b]; 
(b) the matrix S*(t) Z(t) - Z*(t) B(t) is identicul2y 0 on [a, b]. 
Now for arbitrary n x n matrices M, N, let Sz = Q(M, N) denote the 
2n x ti matrix [&a] with G& = n/r,, , Qn+,,s = N,, , (OL, ,8 = l,..., n), and 
signify by Q, = Q,(M, N) the @h column vector of Q(M, N). The criterion of 
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the following theorem involves the special set of functions I/,, ,..., V9,, , 
as defined in Section 2, and, in particular, it is to be noted that 
q$4(M, q,..., Q,(M, N)] is equal to det M. 
For brevity, no specific details of the proof of the following theorem will 
be given, as the basic ideas and pattern of argument are closely related to 
those used in the proof of Theorem 3.1. 
'IYHEoREM 4.1. ,4 solution x,(t), zO(t), a < t & 6, of (4.1) satisfies the 
strengthened condition of Jacobi if and only if there exist sequences of real 
solutions x = xlCj(t) == (x&(t)), z = zkj(t) = (z:,(t), (j = 1, 2 ,..., n), of (4.1) 
such that the n x n matrix functions Ali, = [xEj(t) - x,“(t)], AZ,(t) = 
[zij(t) - z,,&(t)], and the column oectors Q,,(t), (k = I,..., n), of Q(AXj(t), 
AZ,(t)) satisfy the following conditions: 
(a) AX,(t) is nonsingular, and det [AX,(t)] has the same sign for all 
j = 1, 2,..., and all t E [a, b]; 
(b) there exist positive constants c, , e2 ,..., e, such that 
for j = 1, 2 ,..., t E [a, b], and h = 2 ,..., n; 
(c) there exists a T E [a, b], and a real symmetric matrix K, such that 
[AZj(~)][AXj(~)]-’ ---f K as j + CO. 
5. REMARK ON A CONJECTURE OF JACKSON AND SCHRADER 
For a real second order differential equation (l.l), L. K. Jackson and 
K. W. Schrader [7] have recently considered a property that is a modification 
of Property (B) of Knobloch. In the terminology of [7], a solution x,(t), 
a < t < b, of (1.1) is said to possess Property (B’) if there exists a sequence of 
solutions xj(t) of this equation such that: 
(i’) {xi(t)) + x0(t), and {x;(t)> -+ x;(t), uniformly for t E [a, b]; 
(ii’) xj(t) - x,(t) is nonzero, and of the same sign for all j = 1, 2,... 
and all t E [a, b), or for all j = 1, 2 ,... and all t E (a, b]; 
(iii’) for each 6 on (0, (b - u)/2) th ere is a constant c, dependent on 6, but 
not on j and t, such that I x;(t) - x;(t)1 < c / xj(t) - x,(t)1 for all 
j = 1,2 ,... andaZZton[a+S,b -61. 
The main result of [7] shows that if there exist upper and lower solutions 
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of (1.1) which satisfy modified forms of the conditions employed by 
Knobloch [S], then there exists a solution of (1.1) which possesses 
Property (B’); in contrast to the procedure of [8], the method of [7] does not 
depend upon the existence of periodic solutions of (1 1), and does not require 
extending the definition off outside its original domain 
s = {(t, x, x’) : a < t < 6, ( x + / x’ 1 < co;. 
In the last theorem of [7], Theorem 3.3, it is established that iffhas continuous 
partial derivatives fz and fit on S, and x0(t), a < t < b, is a solution of (1.1) 
which possesses Property (B’), then the equation of variation (I .2) along x,, is 
disconjugate on the open interval (u, b). At the conclusion of the proof of this 
theorem, the authors state that it seems possible that the imposed conditions 
may imply that the equation of variation along x0 is disconjugate on the closed 
interval [a, b]. The main purpose of the present section is to point out that 
this conjectured result is not true. A counter example is afforded by the case 
of the Euler equation for a nonparametric variational problem in the plane, 
for which x,,(t), a < t ,( b, is a nonsingular solution arc that contains no 
interior point conjugate to the initial point A == (a, x,(a)), whose terminal 
point B = @,x,,(b)) is conjugate to A, and such that the family of extremal 
arcs passing through A has an envelope locus which at B presents a cusp of 
the type called by Poincare, (see Hadamard [5]; p. 11 I) a “foyer en pointe”. 
In particular, this situation occurs for certain geodesic problems on a surface, 
as illustrated by the case of an arc g of the equatorial circle on an oblate 
spheroid S, which contains no interior point conjugate to an end-point, but 
whose end-points are conjugate. To present the problem as a twodimensional 
nonparametric problem, a suitably small neighborhood of g on S may be 
referred to a (t, x)-coordinate system in terms of which g has the equation 
x(t) G 0 for t E [a, 61. For a discussion of the minimizing properties of 
geodesic arcs with conjugate end-points, together with an extensive list of 
references to literature dealing with geodesics on surfaces of revolution, the 
reader is referred to Schoenberg [13]. In conclusion it is to be noted that the 
result of Theorem 3.3 of [7] may also be established as a corollary to 
Theorem 2.1 of the present paper, since the condition that x0 is a solution of 
(1 .I) with Property (B’) implies that x,, possesses Property (B) on arbitrary 
subintervals [CZ + 6, b - 61, 0 < 6 < (b - a)/2, of [a, b]. 
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